Maya Krishna Rao, theatre artist and teacher from New Delhi and a Diploma holder of Drama in Education, Trinity College, (2012), was appointed professor in the School of the Arts, Shiv Nadar University in April this year. Maya has been asked to set up the department of 'Arts, Education and Society'. She is currently designing an M.A. programme in Theatre / Education/ Social Transformation that will be on offer from August 2014. Candidates from all countries are welcome to apply.

Maya has created solo performances that have travelled all over the world and also taught Acting in the National School of Drama, Delhi. She is a recipient of The Sangeet Natak Akademi Award - a state award given to artists by the government of India.

Maya's latest performance, The Walk, created in response to the horrific gang rape in a Delhi bus in Dec. 2012. The performance has played widely in schools, colleges, on the street, in malls, at protest meetings and at literary and theatre festivals. It has been received with acclaim on social network sites. For more visit Maya’s blog: <mayakrishnarao.blogspot.com>